Preoperative planning and intraoperative guidance for accurate computer-assisted minimally invasive hip resurfacing surgery.
Hip resurfacing is an alternative to total hip replacement (THR) and is particularly suitable for the younger, more active patient. However, it is a more demanding procedure. This paper describes a system that enables the surgeon to plan the surgery preoperatively with optimally sized and placed components, and then transfer this plan to an intraoperative system that registers computer models to the real patient and tracks surgical tools, allowing the surgeon to ensure that the bone is resected correctly and that the components are fitted in accordance with the plan. The paper describes a series of instruments used with the system which are locked to the bone. These instruments serve the dual purpose of soft tissue retraction and bone immobilization. The system will shortly be the subject of laboratory and clinical evaluation. Registration, a cornerstone of the tracked instrument system, has been tested, and accuracy measures are provided. Experimental results for the remainder of the system will be provided after clinical trials.